expression and thus determines a cell's phenotype. During the differentiation of these two nuclei, extensive DNA rearrangements remodel the developing somatic genome while leaving the new germline micronuclear genome intact ( Figure 1 ). These developmentally programmed DNA rearrangements precisely eliminate tens of thousands of short germline-limited segments and variably excise transposon sequences.
Tracy Sonneborn developed Paramecium as a genetic model in the mid 1900s and documented some of the first examples of nonMendelian inheritance. While some such inheritance patterns were shown to be due to organelleencoded traits, the inheritance of others, such as the specification of mating-type, remained a mystery [3] . Paramecia come in two mating types, O and E, which must be reestablished during each sexual generation. In an O x E cross, the progeny cells that develop from the O partner express type O information and conversely those from the E cell express type E, despite both differentiating from identical zygotic genomes. Could maternally guided DNA rearrangements determine mating begins the essential process of unifying our genetic and physiological understanding of growth and development. Only through such integration will we understand why flies are the size that they are, and why we are the size that we are. It is a bit ironic that characterization of the NOWA genes led to new insight into the regulation of DNA rearrangement, as they were serendipitously identified as homologues of the gene encoding PrP27, the mammalian prion protein, which also has GGWG repeats. Only after the RNAi knockdown experiments was the connection to nuclear differentiation revealed. It is a remarkable coincidence that a homologue of a prion protein, known for the ability to self-propagate a protein state [9] , now has been found to assist the propagation of an epigenetically determined DNA state. Do these proteins transport maternal transcripts that protect homologous regions in developing nuclei from elimination, or might they transport specific RNAs that promote DNA elimination after they have been checked against the maternal genome? Some clues may be offered by studies performed in the ciliate Tetrahymena. IESs placed into the maternal macronucleus will similarly block the elimination of the homologous sequence during subsequent generations in this species [10] . Homologous RNAs and a RNAi-related mechanism are known to play a critical role in this ciliate's DNA rearrangements [11] . Is such sequence-specific comparison of maternal and developing genomes limited to ciliates that conveniently carry both in a common cytoplasm? This need not be the case. RNAi-related mechanisms utilized by these organisms to direct DNA rearrangements are commonly used throughout eukaryotes to silence specific regions of the genome [19] . Many biological phenomena await explanations: for example, the specific reversion of the hothead mutation in Arabidopsis even several generations removed from copies of the wild-type allele is one of the more recently described enigmas [20] . Could it be that a maternal copy of the genome can be kept in reserve and used to alter development? This is pure speculation, but the characterization of the Nowa proteins again shows that mom has her ways to impose her influence.
